Role: Software Engineer
Salary: £35,000 - £100,000
Location: London/UK-based but working mostly remotely. There is the
possibility (and option) of travel once the pandemic is over, for customer work
and some in-office time may be needed. We are not presently equipped to offer
relocation or visa sponsorship at this time and so are looking for local candidates
already able to work in the UK.
Who we are
EngineerBetter is a small and growing consultancy that empowers organisations
to build the right software more quickly. We’re interested in business outcomes
over technology, and in human-centered processes. While we perform a variety
of work, our ideal engagements are those where we upskill engineers with
contemporary agile practices, and instil a product mindset into those deciding
what it is that should be built. Small consultancies have a variety of work,
providing opportunities to do different things. We’re primarily based in London
with some fully-remote workers, and are fully-owned by Container Solutions, with
whom we collaborate on engagements.

What you’ll work on
We're a small consultancy, and that means that we end up doing lots of different
things, depending on what our customers ask for. Not everyone needs to do
everything, and we expect people to have different strengths and preferences.
The list of all the things we do includes:
● Pair-programming on-site and remotely with clients.
● Pairing to develop CLIs, webapps and deployable distributed systems that
make CI/CD systems such as Kubernetes easier to use.
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● Creating and delivering instructor-led training.
● Helping build products and open source projects that contribute to the
CNCF ecosystem.
● Evangelising cloud-native development and automation that makes better
use of the heartbeats that people spend whilst at work..
● Helping our peers grow on non-billable work.
● Acting as a role model for less experienced team members.
Who you are
We want to work with people who share our values and fit this description:
● Positive, able to empathise and sociable, as we pair-program all day by
default.
● Inclusive attitude, and able to work alongside those with different beliefs
and experiences
● Able to show courage in calling out things that need improving, and able to
show empathy, respect and patience when people might need help
implementing those improvements
● Eager to take responsibility - whilst we mentor via pairing, everyone is
empowered and expected to make decisions.
● Keen to learn constantly - the technologies we work with evolve very
quickly, so learning on-the-job is required.
● Passionate about TDD, BDD and using Continuous Delivery to provide
customer value.
● Able to influence without authority - effecting change in our clients can be
tough but rewarding
The skills you have
We expect less-experienced applicants to have the following technical
background:
● Comfortable working knowledge of the Linux command line.
● Ability in one programming language (we mostly use Golang, Ruby or
Java), with a desire to learn the others.
● Experience writing tests in Ginkgo, Rspec, LambdaBehave or any other
BDD framework
● Some appreciation of 12 Factor/Cloud Native applications.
● Experience of using a Continuous Integration server (Concourse, Jenkins,
CircleCI, GitHub Actions, Travis et al).
● Rudimentary exposure to/understanding of IaaS, virtualisation and
containerisation technologies such as AWS, vSphere, Docker.
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For those who have more experience and expect a higher salary, we look for
more of the following:
● Ability to embody best practice and lead by example, either in front of
clients or on our own teams.
● Outcome-driven decision making.
● Experience with a container scheduler such as Kubernetes.
● Understanding of CAP, the Two Generals’ Problem and distributed
computing design challenges.
● Proficiency in more than one programming language.
● Understanding/experience of provisioning tools such as Cloud Formation,
Terraform, Chef, Puppet.
● Ops experience (designing/operating networks, AWS infrastructure).
● Background of consultancy.
Salary and benefits
● Between £35-100k for permanent employees: from newbies, to
experienced developers, to team leaders who can consult with clients.
● A company that is more interested in the attitude and aptitude you show
up with more than your ability hit every single skill and aspect of this job
spec. WHEN IN DOUBT, PLEASE REACH OUT (and apply)!
● Open, inclusive, and blame-free environment that puts candor and
kindness first.
● Small company atmosphere, where decision-makers are easily reached,
and bureaucracy kept to a minimum.
● Working directly with peers in a supportive learning environment where we
value outcomes and the journey as well as outputs.
● An environment where we work to apply what we teach and promote
externally to the way that we set ourselves up internally.
● A leadership team that values work-life balance and respects that this is a
job, you have a life outside the workplace, and that overtime should be
actively discouraged.
● A flat but not unstructured organisation that appreciates everyone having a
voice, but is also capable of making decisions and ensuring guidance is
provided so that everyone can excel, or feel comfortable to make changes
without fear.
● Our website describes who we are and how we work
● Various company benefits including:
○ Vision, health, dental, and cash plan through Bupa
○ Bank holidays and 25 annual vacation days
○ Sick leave policy
○ Cycle-to-work scheme
○ Pension
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○ Share options scheme
○ Flexible working location (remote-first in most cases)

Please contact us if working with EngineerBetter sounds like something you'd
be interested in.

